DNA is one of the most productive biomolecules in terms of purpose and replication. Its genes send out instructions to RNA, amino acids, and subsequently nearly all biomolecules to set up specific traits. When "unzipped", strands of DNA react with extra nucleotides to produce two identical double-paired strands, a process exploited in the Polymerase Chain Reaction, where a certain sequence of DNA is amplified using boundary primers and base-building polymerase.

At times, however, it may be useful to halt the replication of DNA, preserving a specific sample for analysis. Scientists are interested in mapping out the human genome and determining where specific nuclear proteins interact with the DNA chain. In order to prevent DNA from replicating, strands may be cross-linked, or covalently bonded, with certain molecules. The network of cross-links essentially prevents the DNA from changing, but also causes it to die after a time. Because of this, the cross-linking process should be easily reversible in order to allow the DNA molecule to survive.

Cross-linking reagents must also exhibit stability under biomolecular analysis and be able to localize linking in a relatively precise area. One common cross-linking agent is formaldehyde, the simplest aldehyde. Formaldehyde's small size and durability under analytical conditions not normally found in the human body make it an ideal candidate. In addition, incubation at 70°C undoes the cross-linking. Larger aldehydes found in tobacco smoke and automotive exhaust can have similar but irreversible effects, permanently damaging DNA.

An example of where formaldehyde can be useful in cross-linking is the process of chromatin immunoprecipitation. This process analyses chromatin, which is the combination of DNA and proteins that comprises chromosomes. By mapping the locations of certain molecules known as histones, scientists can construct a crude map of proteins in the genome. First, however, the proteins and DNA need to be held together in place. The addition of formaldehyde fixes protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions, allowing analysts to survey the genome and then split it apart with particular antibodies and sonication, in the immunoprecipitation process. This isolates cross-linked sections of DNA from desired unbound sections, which scientists can amplify through PCR.

In some cases, scientists may want to observe the effects on DNA when these bacteria cells are oxidized. Too much of an oxidizing agent, such as H₂O₂ will kill the DNA, but too little will not illicit the response we want. To remedy this, cross-linking can be employed to guard the DNA against a high level of oxidization. Disulfide bonds, formed by two sulfur molecules, are common bonds made to achieve this effect.
You can see in the above image of the protein cystine that the individual molecules each sulfur atom bonds seem identical. In fact, they are, and are called cysteine molecules; the disulfide bond unites two monomers to create a dimer, cystine. Disulfide bonds and other cross-linking agents are common reagents that produce dimers and polymers out of individual units.

In proteins like cystine, the addition of a sulfide bond can link together not just monomers, but entire lengths of protein to form secondary protein structure, like beta sheets. Sulfide bonds are critical in preventing polar water molecules from breaking apart the amide bonds.

Example \(\PageIndex{1}\): Bond Length

Based on what you know about trends in atomic sizes, determine which bond is longer: A disulfide bond or a C-C bond. From this, estimate which bond is stronger and whether a carbon backbone or disulfide bond would be more likely to break first.

**Answer**

Atomic radii increase moving down the periodic table due to an increasing number of orbitals, so the bond between two sulfur atoms would be longer than one between two carbon atoms. This means the disulfide bond would also be weaker than a C-C bond, and would probably break first.
Disulfide bonds are also more polarizable than carbon-carbon bonds, due to having a larger size and number of electrons. Electrophiles such as the halogens readily accept the electron pairs on the sulfur atoms, breaking the bond apart. A common electrophile is isothiocyanate, with functional group N=C=O\(^4\). You may see how the carbon atom can break a bond with the neighboring nitrogen and oxygen atoms in order to form two new single bonds with available pairs of electrons, such as those on the divalent sulfur atoms.

Disulfide bonds can play an important role in stabilizing the tertiary structure of proteins, lowering the entropy of the three-dimensional structure.
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